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Auditors are often blamed, and not infrequently sued, by clients and third parties alleging a range 
of failures in the conduct of annual financial-statement examinations. Despite auditors’ decades of 
efforts to educate clients, investors, regulators and others about the practical limitations of audits, 
users of financial reports continue to treat “clean opinions” as guarantees of company viability and 
management probity.

Auditors cannot be expected to foretell the normal vicissitudes of business cycles and the effects 
they may have on any given enterprise, let alone the possible impacts of wholly exogenous factors 
like global financial crises.  in many instances, these lawsuits against auditors are near-automatic 
reactions to stock price dips or revelations about ill-conceived business acquisitions.  

in at least two respects, however, auditors have often failed to make use of generally available 
analytical tools that could significantly improve the quality of their work.  one of these is the failure 
to perceive early warnings of impending insolvency or collapse of entities under audit.  Greater 
attention to these signs not only would benefit investors, but could give possibly drowsing managers 
time to engage professional financial and business advisers who might devise strategies to bring 
these companies back from the brink of oblivion.  

the other most common auditing failure is the lack of appropriate focus on financial reporting fraud, 
which is endemic, costly and itself a leading indicator of corporate bankruptcy.  

it is perplexing that auditors, known as “numbers people,” frequently fail to use analytical tools that 
could reduce the rate of unheralded business failures and undiscovered frauds.  Widely available 
techniques advocated in the literature of management and finance and shown to be effective remain 
infrequently used in routine audits. 

these omissions are implicated in a large proportion of litigation involving auditors.  

AUditOrS fAiL tO hEEd diSCErniBLE SignS Of BUSinESS fAiLUrE

Auditors have long been required to consider whether clients are, as of the balance sheet date, likely 
to continue as so-called going concerns.  in the United states, such considerations were formerly 
triggered only when an audit noted certain red flags, like increasingly serious annual losses or negative 
cash flows from operations.  so the default conclusion was that the entity would in fact survive.  

since the late 1980s, however, affirmatively making inquiries and performing procedures to support 
the “going concern” assumption have been mandatory, for even the financially strongest and 
most consistently profitable companies.  thus, continuation as a going concern must actually be 
supported by evidence and cannot be naively assumed.

some have compared auditors to “canaries in coal mines.”   Just as canaries were used to detect 
colorless, odorless carbon monoxide in mines before workers would descend to their possible 
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deaths, investors rely on auditors to provide warnings that managers, owners and others may not 
be in a position to timely observe.

international standards on auditing now have similar requirements.  Despite the effective (albeit 
not perfect) tools, auditors commonly fall short on this task, as attested to by the frequency 
with which companies fail within one year (the mandated timing horizon) of the issuance of an 
unmodified audit.1

Academic studies have documented that auditors accurately warned of client failures (i.e., by 
rendering opinions expressing doubts about the reporting entities’ abilities to continue as going 
concerns) in only 40 percent to 54 percent of the instances in which companies failed within a year 
(under either the previous, weaker standard or under the current more demanding requirement).  

in making their evaluations, auditors commonly have relied on rudimentary observations about 
company liquidity and their looming debt repayments.  A minority makes use of analytical 
devices, principally using the time-tested Altman Z-score as the sole formal model.2

too often, however, warnings signaled by the computed Z-score are ignored.  Auditors have been 
prone to bow to clients’ professed recovery plans and their protestations that an expression of a 
“going concern uncertainty” in the auditors’ report would prove to be a self-fulfilling prophecy, 
frightening off the very lenders or investors upon whom survival is dependent.3  

Accountants often fail to use proven techniques to assess a client’s ability to remain a “going 
concern.”  When this ability is in doubt, accountants frequently fail to insist on appropriately 
modified audit report language.  these failures are among the most common reasons for 
litigation against auditors.

the fact that the analytical devices are not foolproof is scant reason to underuse them.  Even if 
the results are ambiguous or the auditors sometimes err in interpreting the results, use of these 
tools could significantly reduce litigation risk for auditors.4  

A desire to comply with professional standards, as well as an instinct for professional survival, 
should have long since made these tools “must use” mechanisms for practicing auditors.  When 
these tools are not employed, auditors become tempting litigation targets.

the most commonly cited analytical models have been vastly more successful at predicting 
bankruptcies or insolvencies than auditors applying their traditional mix of subjective and low-
level analytical devices.  

three of these models (developed respec-tively by mark E. Zmijewski,5 James A. ohlson6 and 
Edward i. Altman7) have been found to be much more useful in predicting businesses’ near-term 
financial failures than subjective assessments made by even highly experienced auditors.8  

specifically, the most frequently cited of the approaches — the Zmijewski “probit mathematical” 
model, based on a range of empirically identified financial ratios; the ohlson “logistic regression” 
model, using variables that ohlson himself selected; and the most frequently used Altman 
“discriminant analysis” model, with a set of variables Altman chose — have been found successful 
82 percent to 93 percent of the time in predicting businesses’ near-term financial failures.  

so, if auditors properly use and heed the models’ results and issue more going-concerns opinions, 
it is reasonable to expect many fewer causes of action against them based on business failures.

AUditOrS fAiL tO find indiCiA Of finAnCiAL rEPOrting frAUd

Auditors have long argued it is not reasonable to expect that fraud will be detected, particularly 
collusive fraud, during the course of routine annual audit examinations, and that the public’s 
reluctance or refusal to accept that reality has resulted in an “expectations gap” that has 
persisted over many decades.

it is true, of course, that cleverly concealed frauds are difficult to uncover, particularly in their 
earlier years, when dollar amounts are small and therefore not very visible.  on the other hand, 
long-standing audit requirements to understand their client companies’ business operations, 
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study the effectiveness of their internal controls and assess fraud risks should reveal at least the 
“tip of the iceberg” of many, if not most, frauds.  

once suspicion of fraud is noted, the auditors would, under extant auditing requirements, have to 
expand their procedures until either the hints of possible malfeasance have been shown to lack 
substance, or the actual underlying irregularity has been exposed and the financial statements 
have been adjusted to accurately convey its effects.

As with tools to asses a company’s ability to continue as a going concern, several effective 
analytical tools can be used to identify evidence of possible financial reporting fraud, and they 
are rarely used by outside accountants.  the use of fraud detection procedures would lower 
auditors’ risk of accountants’ malpractice suits, even if the tools are imperfect or subject to flawed 
interpretations in practice.

one of the most useful and easy to use fraud-risk-assessment models is the beneish m-score.10  
it uses a set of eight indices to construct a score that ostensibly identifies companies engaging in 
the manipulation of financial data and/or results of operations.  the m-score, tested against all 
data in a popular-company financial database over a 10-year span, correctly flagged 76 percent 
of all those engaging in manipulation (as later revealed publicly), while giving false positives 
to only 17.5 percent of non-manipulators.  the results should strongly endorse the m-score 
methodology for use by auditors.

other studies of financial-statement falsifications, also referred to as earnings management, have 
heavily focused on discretionary accruals, since judgment-influenced expense recognitions provide  
the easiest pathway for manipulation.  A number of reports have summarized the findings of the 
studies and are worth reviewing.11  

Although different researchers find certain theoretical limitations to some of these approaches, 
auditors’ judicious use of one or more manipulation-detection approaches would make financial-
statement examinations more valuable and provide auditors with stronger defenses against 
allegations of audit failures.  

Plaintiffs and their counsel would benefit from knowing about tools that auditors could have 
used, but did not, when companies either failed without advance warning or were the victims of 
financial-statement fraud, since the omissions could implicate auditor malpractice.

COnCLUSiOn

Auditors are often targeted when companies fail without warning or are the target of management 
financial-reporting fraud.  Auditors have been reluctant to use state-of-the-art analytical models 
and other tools to flag likely insolvencies a year or more in advance and to signal companies likely 
being victimized by financial-reporting irregularities.  that reluctance is both difficult to comprehend 
and dangerous, given that these failures are commonly cited in auditor-negligence suits.  

familiarity with the range of modern analytical tools is recommended for auditors and for the 
attorneys who pursue or defend them. 

nOtES
1 Under currently evolving U.s. and international financial reporting standards, the preparers of financial 
statements are being given the primary responsibility for making the going-concern assessments.  However, 
auditors will remain obligated to pass judgment on both managements’ methodologies for doing this and 
the conclusions reached, so it is anticipated that auditors will remain vulnerable to lawsuits when clients 
fail to survive the requisite period from the latest audited balance sheet date.  in addition, the time period 
to be considered in assessing the survival of the reporting entity is being changed from one year from the 
balance sheet date to one year from the date the financial statements are issued, which is longer.  this 
change will most likely result in more frequent auditor report modifications.

2 Edward i. Altman, Financial Ratios, Discriminant Analysis & the Prediction of Corporate Bankruptcy, 
J. of fin. 589-609 (september 1968).  A decade later, Altman developed a refined version of the Z-score 
methodology, referred to as the ZEtA Credit risk Model, which is a proprietary product available only to 
subscribers.
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3 Of course, auditors who succumb to client pressures of that ilk may be exhibiting a lack of objectivity and 
a requisite attitude of professional skepticism, and thus a loss of their independence, but those failings — 
which are also actionable by injured parties — are a topic for another day.

4 in the author’s experience both as an auditor and testifying expert in well over 100 litigation 
consultations, auditors are at far greater risk when they fail to do the right things versus sometimes failing 
to do things right.  put another way, to err is human, but to not comply with professional standards may 
easily be seen as accountant malpractice.

5 Mark E. Zmijewski, Methodological Issues Related to the Estimation of Financial Distress Prediction 
Models, J. of Acct. Res. 22, 59-82 (1984).  See also Clive lennox, Identifying Failing Companies: A Re-
evaluation of the Logit, Probit, & DA Approaches, 51 J. of econ. & Bus.  347-64 (1999), available at http://bit.
ly/1Fd6A7e.

6 James A. Ohlson, Financial Ratios & the Probabilistic Prediction of Bankruptcy, J. of Acct. Res. 109-31 
(spring 1980).  See also Jonathan stokes, Improving on the Altman Z-Score part 2: The Ohlson O-Score, 
stockopediA (Feb. 13, 2013), http://bit.ly/1FycpWA.

7 Altman, supra note 2.

8 this commentary does not address what the implications of “false positives,” which any of these models 
might indicate, could be.  these include  how indications of impending failure, not actually warranted under 
the circumstances, might result in costly extended auditing procedures or create unwarranted concerns 
among users of the financial statements containing going-concern language (when in fact the reporting 
entity did actually continue in operation for more than one year after the balance sheet date).  nor does 
this commentary consider what might be the acceptable trade-offs between the risk of false positives and 
failures to signal actual going concerns.

9 the late-1980s project that brought forth nine new or revised U.s. auditing standards — dubbed 
the “expectation gap standards” by the American institute of CpAs — continued this effort, including 
an insistence on avoiding using the term “fraud,” which was instead given the obfuscatory name 
“irregularities.”

10 Messod D. Beneish & Craig D. nichols, The Predictable Cost of Earnings Manipulation (Aug. 13, 2007), 
available at http://bit.ly/1JKmmhB.  See also, Alexis C. Bell, Ratio Red Flags for Fraud, J. of foRensic Acct. 
(December 2008).
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